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….on the right track!

Croix Valley Tracking Club

25th Anniversary Get Together July 25, 2015
Spring Lake Park Reserve  East Shelter 8395 – 127th Street 

East Hastings, MN 55033    
9:00 AM – 1PM

RSVP by July 10th ; contact Jenny Zimmerman
sammo@highflyingcorgis.com

651-485-7816

Everyone is welcome for fun, meeting other interested trackers, playing 
games with your dogs (some you’ve never heard of ).  Good food, Bring a 

dish to share, your own beverage. Water provided. 
Bring Dog crates & Chairs

And most important, your dog!
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The President's Track - June 2015

I'd like to wish CVTC a very respectable 25th Anniversary. It really shows the dedication 
members put into the success of the club. 

I want to introduce "The President's Track" article as a way for CVTC's President to summarize 
the direction the club is working on. 

Lots of cool stuff coming up. Back by popular demand is to have a club picnic. Hope most of 
you can make this year's picnic and chill with our tracking partners at the 25th Anniversary 
picnic.

A new website will hopefully go live in July. After the site is live, we'll work towards making the 
process of generating documents for test a little easier. The new website is designed to work 
well on phones and tablets. Updating content should be easier to keep current. 

We are happy to have the CVTC Newsletter back in circulation. The beginning tracking 
seminar went very well. The seminar got a lot of good compliments. Lots of enthusiasm from 
the participants to continue to learn more. There is talk about having this be an annual spring 
event.

Lots of great work by many to make the club function and make events successful. There is still 
a lot of need for volunteer support for the tests. The Fall TDX has a secretary, but that is it. The 
TDX tests really drain the volunteer resources, so please, contact a board member to volunteer 
your help on either or both of the last 2 tests this year.

Thanks for all of your support.

Dan



TDX MAY 2015
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Tracking Dog Excellent    Kinnickinnic, State Park 

The Croix Valley Tracking Club Spring TDX was held the weekend of May 2nd and 3rd with plotting on the 
second and the actual running of the tracks on May 3rd. 

The weekend was hot and dry. Most of the rain in MN and WI came after this weekend and it turned out that 
it was hotter on test day for the TDX than it was for the VST held 4 weeks later.

As judges and track layers arrived at the test site on May 2, we noticed a large part of the front field near the 
ranger station had been burnt off. Fortunately, our wonderful local judge Becky Johnson had already talked to 
the rangers ahead of time, so she was well prepared for plotting tracks without using that area. Our other 
judge from Colorado, Carol Pernicka, has had experience in plotting tracks in dry areas. We had two judges, a 
head track layer and a head cross track layer and 6 track layers working. Only one track layer was a truly 
experienced track layer and that was local judge Joan Telfer. All worked hard and diligently on a very hot, 
sunny day and we had lovely tracks for the participants on Sunday.

Our first track was laid at 6:45 by Deb Finstad on Sunday. Nan Cochrane drew this track and ran it with her 
Aussie, SRN Eagle Wawatai CD. The track had most of its obstacles at the beginning  as it went around  the 
middle parking lot on the east side and through woods and across paths to the south and then back to the 
west side and out into the fields. The dog had already done this difficult part and went out into the fields 
following the track and not being deterred by cross tracks to find all the articles including the final glove! 
Congratulations to Nan and SRN Eagle Wawatai CD TDX! And to Deb Finstad, who as a novice track layer 
had the first and only pass of the day. 

Judge Carol Pernicka

                 Nan Cochrane  & Eagle

                    
                 Judge Becky Johnson

Judge Carol Pernicka                 Nan Cochrane  & Eagle
                                     Judge Becky Johnson
       Cross Track Layers                     Dan Kilbury and Nickie Lynch

Tracking Dog Excellent Eagle!



The second dog was Jane Jacobson’s  Black Labrador Retriever Lily. Her track layer was Joan Telfer. Lily did a 
stupendous job with her track that started in the fields south of the road and nearest to the woods on the west 
side. She did 3 long legs in that field, crossed the road which was an obstacle and went through the light 
woods west of the fields north of the road.  She got off track in the woods and came out in the wrong place, so 
took the cross track instead of her track. She was almost to the end and will surely pass next time out.

The third dog was Sheila Koon’s English Springer Spaniel Reeson. Her track was out in the Northeast corner 
of the fields north of the track. It was laid by Megan Nelson. Unfortunately, Reeson took the cross track on the 
second leg of her track. 

The fourth dog was Karlyn Berg’s 12 year-old German Shepherd Raven. Her track started over by the no-
longer-inhabited ranger house and went past the maintenance sheds to the north and back down to skirt the 
burned field, cross the drive into the fields to the east of the entrance with a finish near the front entrance of 
the park. The track was laid by another first-time track layer, Erika Westfield. Raven turned the wrong way on 
the second corner, but went on to finish the track and find her articles.

The fifth dog was Krista Trempe’s English Springer Spaniel whose track was laid by Annette Bujold. The track 
was south and east of the parking lot to the south east of the ranger station and went south, east, north, west, 
north again,  and east again to end up out by Cty. Rd. F. This dog  turned the wrong way on the first corner, 
apparently wanting to go down to the river.

The sixth dog was Mary Hanson’s Chesapeake Bay Retriever whose track was laid by Karen Anderson. This 
track started to the west of the parking lot that is first off the road to the west and south of the ranger station. 
Unfortunately, Mary’s dog also turned the wrong way at the first corner.

Cross track layers were Nickie Lynch, Kati Green, and Mary Barker. Drivers for the judges were Dan Kilbury 
and Jenny Zimmerman. Dan was also the test chair and had to sub as the secretary because the test secretary 
Ann Karrick was very ill.  Dan and Robin Kilbury did the hospitality for Saturday and Sunday. The food was 
excellent.

On behalf of the CVTC Board of Directors, we would like to thank all those who entered the test for coming 
out and trying. We would also like to thank our 2 judges, our secretary and chair and our wonderful track 
layer and cross track layer staff.

Submitted by Kati Green, June 14, 2015

TDX MAY 2015  CONTINUED
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VST MAY 2015
Thanks to good weather, good judges, good workers, good handlers, and really good dogs, Croix Valley 
Tracking Club's VST at the University of Wisconsin - River Falls, WI on May 31, 2015 was a huge success 
with a pass rate of 50%.

Weather on Friday before the test was rainy and had been for most of the week. On plotting day, it was cool 
and cloudy which kept that moisture in the grass and on test day we had a gorgeous sunny day with just a 
slight breeze and a high of about 65, so much cooler when we laid our first track at 5:45 and even when we 
began running the tracks at 8:45.

The first track went to almost 12 yr. old German Shepherd Raven. She did an excellent job on her AKC 
“Moment of Truth” which was the second turn of the test and found the second article to lead her down a 
walkway on the side of a ravine. Unfortunately, when she got to the end of the walkway and the building 
adjacent, she had a choice of 3 ways to go and took the one to go down to that attractive ravine instead of 
back up into campus.

The second track went to 11 yr. old Labrador Retriever Paddy. She started on the grass north of the main 
campus at a place appropriately called North Hall. She went straight through the grass and the parking lot 
on the east side of the building and into the grass and trees and picnic tables and sidewalks on the north 
side of the building made her first left turn, found an article, made another left turn, turned right into the 
large parking lot to the west of the building, made a left “Moment of Truth” turn, found her plastic article in 
the parking lot, had a bit of trouble convincing her handler that she needed to go through the bushes to the 
grassy area next to the sidewalk and take a right, but eventually convinced her, went down to the corner of 
the parking lot, turned right, crossed a driveway. 
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Paddy found her final article a few feet from the corner to get her VST and a new name: CT Willowrose 
Shillelagh JH CDX. Congratulations to Denise Morrison and Paddy!

The third track went to 12 yr. old Pembroke Welsh Corgi Allie. She started on mowed paths 
between longer grass and next to a creek on the south side of the main campus. She made her first 
turn left on a section of mowed grass and headed directly into a large parking lot. She made her 
right “Moment of Truth” turn, found her article, headed back into the mowed grass, turned left, and 
crossed a street. She spent a little time here checking everything out, but eventually went straight up 
the hill between a building and a playground next to a building. Got to the top turned left on the 
sidewalk, found another article, crossed the street, went up along the grass by the sidewalk. She 
crossed the next street and went up to the grass where the final article was. Then, as if she planned 
to give us all heart failure, she goes off investigating the grass along the curb to the right of her 
track. Her very patient handler finally let her work her way back and she found the last article and 
we all stopped holding our breath and crossing fingers

Lots of tears of joy for Jenny Zimmerman 
and her newly named girl: 
CH CT Baymoor HF Allegretto CDX RA HSAs.
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The fourth track went to a 5 1/2 yr. old female Rottweiler Esmonds Zig Zag Zoom TDX handled by 
Nancy Gannon. The track layer took many pictures of this dog and handler doing a good job until a 
couple walked right in front of her and she felt the urge to follow them instead of  the track layer.

The fifth track went to 10 yr. old female Irish Water Spaniel CH Muddy Waters Mariah UD TD RN 
handled by Mary Reich. She did well on the first leg, but got drawn down into a turn circle of an access 
road and when she came back to her right turn between two buildings she went on the left side of a 
large planter and the article was on the right side, so she missed it.

The sixth track went to  5 yr. old English Springer Spaniel Reeson handled by Sheila Koon. Her 
track started on the north side of a fenced in daycare center, turned right and went on the grass 
between the daycare and large bushes and into a large parking lot. There were many cars parked in the 
lot that had not been there earlier in the day and Reeson had to work pretty hard to find the direction 
she should go and the direction she should turn, but she did finally take the right turn back to the 
campus dorms, turned left and went along the grass and crossing sidewalks to entrances, found 
another article, turned right still going along edge of building, passed a garbage area, did not get 
sucked into the drainage pond, and found her final article! So, she is now Nozshon's There's a Reeson 
VCD2 MX MXJ VST. We're all rooting for her to get her TDX and a new name soon.
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Thanks to all who participated in our trial: Judges Jerry Lewis and Marge Schultz did a dynamite 
job of plotting six lovely tracks with good scenting problems in each. We were honored to have Lois 
Leidahl-Marsh do her final observation for her application to become a VST judge. Barb Swenson 
was an able secretary; Kati Green served as chair and head track layer. Wonderful hospitality was 
provided by Robin Kilbury with assistance from her husband Dan who also served as judges' driver 
on Saturday. Judges' driver Lisa Geller was reliable and always in the right spot on Sunday. Most of 
all thanks to all our fine track layers who had to give two days of time to our test and get up pre-
dawn to come to lay track for us: Christie Vereide, Stinky Feet Champ Deb Finstad (she also had 
the only pass at our May TDX), Stinky Feet Robin Kilbury, Nickie Lynch, Lynnda Lenzen, and 
Stinky Feet (aka Smelly Belly because that's where she kept her tracking articles so she wouldn't 
lose/forget them) Laura Thomas. Thank you so much for all you did

What a beautiful day for tracking and what a wonderful end!

Kati Green
CT Nuestra Amiga Chica
Nuestro Rey de Piratas CGC TD
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Many Thanks to 
Nickie Lynch for all 

the great 
the test photos!



FALL VST & FALL TDX 2015

   Tracklayers needed

Track layers are needed for the September 26,27 VST at School District 197 in Mendota Heights and 
West St. Paul, MN. Judges are Joan Telfer and Meg Acevedo. Because of the change in daylight hours, 
tracks will probably start a little before 7:00 instead of before 6:00. Tracks are laid at different schools 
in the district. VST track laying is the least physically demanding of all the types of tracks to lay. If 
you are interested in volunteering and learning more about this type of tracking, this would be a 
good place to start. We will gladly give instructions to anyone who wishes to learn. We need 6 
volunteers.
      Kati Green - Head Track Layer
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Two More Selfish Reasons for Being a Track Layer

Find your car.  Christie Vereide reported on Facebook that she used to have trouble finding her car 
in parking lots. However, since becoming a track layer for tracks for her greyhound, she has become 
more aware of landmarks around her and now uses them to “plot” where her car is in the lot as well 
as to make maps of tracks. Learn how to use sightlines and parallaxing to find where you parked 
your car.
Sunday Beer Run. Krista Trempe reported that she was tracking in Kinnikinnic for practice one 
Sunday afternoon and made a planned stop at a liquor store in Hudson where she was able to 
purchase a case of Spotted Cow. Since New Glarus beers are not sold in Minnesota and since liquor 
stores are not open on Sundays in Minnesota, she received a dual benefit from her practice session. 
It should be noted that 4 of the 5 tracking/tracking excellent/VST tests held in the area in 2015 will 
be in Wisconsin. Any person who volunteers to lay track for these tests has 2 opportunities to 
purchase beverages including the Sunday of the test.

	  	  
	  	  FALL	  VST	  Sept	  26/27,	  2015	  Mendota	  Heights	  school	  area	  
	   Brought	  to	  us	  by	  the	  beagle	  group
	   Judges:	  Joan	  Telfer	  and	  Meg	  Azevedo
	   Chairperson:	  Denise	  Nord
	   Secretary:	  Denise	  Nord
	   Head	  Tracklayer:	  Kati	  Green
	   Hospitality:	  NEEDED	  
	   Opening	  Date:	  9-‐2-‐15	  Closing	  Date:	  9-‐16-‐

FALL	  TDX	  October	  17/18,	  2015	  Kinnickinnic	  State	  Park
	   Judges:	  Jane	  Jonas	  and	  Carla	  Wolter
	   Chairperson:	  NEEDED	  
	   Secretary:	  NEEDED
	   Head	  Tracklayer:	  NEEDED
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Hospitality:	  NEEDED
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Opening	  Date:	  TBD	  Closing	  Date:	  TBD
	   	  



TIPS FROM CROIX VALLEY TRACKERS

Reading Your Dog On Turns

Most dogs will indicate a loss of scent (turns) by raising their head and stopping their forward motion.  They 
will then start to circle.  They circle in the opposite direction of the turn.  By that I mean, if the turn goes to 
the left the dog will circle to the right first.  The opposite is true for a turn to the right.  If you pay attention to 
your dog you can almost always tell the direction the next leg goes by which way the dog circles the first time.  
Any other circles after the first can be misleading.

On fresh tracks a lot of dogs will not circle.  The circling shows up when the tracks ge to be ½ hour or older.  
The older the track the more likely the dog will circle the turns.
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 Written by: Virginia Wells

                                                                     Last Modified: December 10, 2014

The Nose Knows
The first thing your dog does when you walk in the door is sniff your legs. Dogs gather a lot of 
information from a quick sniff of their environment – both physical and emotional details. He smells 
where you've been and even how the experience affected you. Dogs sniff each other and each others' 
secretions constantly, monitoring various physiological and emotional changes on an ongoing basis. 

Dogs live in a world of odors. Their sense of smell is their most refined sense; in fact, it is so refined a 
bloodhound can identify scales of skin shed by humans three days previously. They can also detect 
drugs hidden in body cavities, can sniff out rats, termites, bombs, missing persons, bodies drowned or 
buried in snow or rubble, and even the presence of melanoma cancer. Their noses are about as 
sensitive as our eyes. 

The scrolled, scent membrane inside a dog's nose is about four times greater in area than the 
equivalent smell organ in humans. In the dog's nose, there are over 200 million scent receptors in the 
nasal folds compared to our 5 million. Moisture on the nose helps to capture scent and transmit it onto 
odor-sensitive nasal membranes, which cover the nose's wafer-thin turbinate bones. These bones 
comprise of convoluted folds, ensuring that the tiniest amount of scent is captured within them.
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Avocado trees dying of fungus may be saved by drones, dogs

On May 01, 2015 CBS News posted that dogs and special cameras on drones may be the best hope for 
Florida avocado trees that are being threatened by a fungus-spreading beetle.

The Asian ambrosia beetle is spreading a deadly fungus, laurel wilt, to avocado trees in Florida. Already, 
some 9,000 trees have been lost to the fungus, Jonathan Crane, a University of Florida professor and 
tropical fruit crop specialist, told CBC's As It Happens in a recent interview.

"This is no question the biggest threat to the commercial avocado industry in Florida," he says. "We have 
never faced anything this devastating."

There are 7,500 acres with about 700,000 avocado in Florida. Just a little over one per cent of these have 
succumbed to the fungus.

Wilted leaves are the first symptom the fungus is present. followed by dead leaves hanging on the tree.  
Crane says, "By the time you see dead leaves hanging on the tree there's nothing that can be done.”  The 
tree usually dies within four and eight weeks after infection.

Crane believes it's possible that dogs and drones can help with early detection to give farmers the 
opportunity to remove infected trees before they spread the fungus to their neighbors. Both detection 
systems are still being developed, but Crane says they look very promising.

Drones can take pictures of a farmer's crop with a cameras equipped with special lenses. Those lenses can 
detect different forms of light. They'll be able to detect if a tree is under stress before it's visible to the 
human eye.

Farmers can then choose to remove the infected trees or get a second opinion from a special canine unit.

Dogs can detect the disease by smell. They're trained to sit down in front of a tree that smells suspicious.  
By catching the fungus early enough they can treat and stop the spread of the disease through the root 
system much more successfully. 

If the fungus isn't stopped a a $400 million industry cold be at risk. The fungus could reach all the way to 
Texas and then even Mexico and California, which have large commercial avocado industries. 

THE REMARKABLE DOG NOSE



Mother Nature Network  TUESDAY, MAY 5, 2015
Written By: Laura Moss  Tue, Sep 11, 2012 

(abridged)

By training shelter dogs to find the scat of threatened species, the  group Conservation Canines 
is saving the lives of both dogs and wildlife.

High-energy dogs with obsessive personalities can be difficult pets, and these animals often end up at shelters 
where they’re candidates for euthanasia. But these lively pups are ideal for a special type of conservation work: 
tracking endangered species.
 
Founded in 1997 at the University of Washington’s Center for Conservation Biology, the Conservation Canines 
program trains such energetic, single-minded dogs to track certain animals’ scat scents. These fecal samples have 
provided researchers with information on threatened and endangered species worldwide.

Dogs are helping conservationists gather information about animals like the Jemez Mountains salamander.
 
Last year the Nature Conservancy provided Conservation Canines with salamander scat and part of a broken-off 
salamander tail, and these items were used to train the dogs to recognize both sexes of the Jemez Mountains 
salamander. The animal is on New Mexico’s endangered species list and is a candidate for federal protection. 
Although the species has lived in the mountains for thousands of years, it’s sensitive to changes in temperature and 
moisture.  Dogs are helping scientists estimate how many of the amphibians have survived a regional drought.
 
Heath Smith, the program’s manager states “Anything that has an odor you can train a dog to find,” 
Why scat? Feces is the most abundant and accessible wildlife product in nature, according to the Center for 
Conservation Biology, and it contains genetic, physiological and dietary information about an animal that can be 
tied to environmental change.

Finding scat among miles of forest can be difficult at times, but it’s a whole other challenge in the ocean. Some of 
the Conservation Canines’ dogs are also trained to sniff out orca scat, which can sink or disperse in just 30 minutes.

Dogs aboard boats can lead scientists toward the whales’ scat. By leaning a certain direction or twitching their ears, 
these dogs serve as the research vessels’ four-legged navigators.

Whenever a sample is found — whether on land or sea — researchers carry it to the dog and then substitute it with 
a favorite toy at the last second, reinforcing the connection between work and reward. It’s this obsession with a 
single item and an insatiable urge to play that makes these dogs so efficient at tracking wildlife.
   
According to the Conservation Canines website, these dogs are “happy to work all day traversing plains, climbing 
up mountains, clambering over rocks and trekking through snow, all with the expectation of reward — playing with 
their ball — after successfully locating wildlife scat. We rescue these dogs and offer them a satisfying career 
traveling the world to help save numerous other species.”

Once overlooked at animal shelters, these dogs got a second lease on life and now work to save the lives of species 
worldwide.

Read more: http://www.mnn.com/family/pets/stories/rescue-dogs-sniff-out-endangered-species#ixzz3ZGxATKvm
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